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11 Introduction
Service disciplines
discipliiles such as first-in first-out,
first-out, highest-priority first,
first,, round-robin etc. are basic parameters in the design of computing and communication
systems.
coinmunicatioil systems. They specify how a service mechanism
(server)
(server) attends
att,ends to
t,o work (task execution, packet
packet, processing) in a queueing system.
system. As such systems
increasiilgly complicated in functionality,
functional it,^, it is hard for
for analytical
ailalytical models to incorporate
become increasingly
and account
accouilt for all the underlying and often interrelated factors.
factors. In most instances of practical
interest the best approach is to rely on good simulation
simulat.ion models which answer questions related to
to
waiting-line phenomena[l].
phenomena[l]. Because such simulations are usually time consuming, techniques
for
t,ecllniques
implementing
implementiilg faster
fast,er algorithms
algorit,hms are particularly useful.
The
round-robin(RR) service discipline is a popular and widely used discipline
discipliile in many
inally realT h e round-robin(RR)
I11 this discipline,
discipline, a job or customer is serviced
world time-sharing systems because of its fairness.
fairness. In
for a single quantum q at
at, a time in order to share the service resource with other jobs requiring
the same service. If
If the remaining service time required by a job exceeds the quantum
quantuin size q,
q, the
job's processing is interrupted
job's
int,errupted at
a t the end of its quantum
quant.uin and it is returned to the rear of the queue,
queue,
awaiting the service quantum it will receive in the
next round. A naive
naIve approach ttoo implementing
t.he next.
the RR
R R discipline in simulation
siinulation is to physically dole out
out. service quanta to the jobs in a round-robin
round-robin
fashion.
fashion. For a job with a large service request,
request, this
t,his approach
approacll necessarily schedules many arrival
and departure events in the simulation calendar; this
t,llis leads ttoo very high event-handling overhead in
event-based [2]
process-oriented simulations [3].
[2] and process-oriented
[3]. Because of associated context-switching,
context-swit,ching: costs
are particularly high in thread-based simulation systems.
The
T h e high cost
cost, of event-scheduling in the na'ive RR
R R approach can be greatly reduced through
a computational device that was introduced in [4].
[4]. The
T h e idea is to run an algorithm
algorithin which first
predicts and then schedules
schedules the next departure from
froin the system.
system. A view illustrating the
tlle differences
differences
between the na'ive and computational RR
R R approaches is shown
show11 in Figure 1.
1. This single-departure
computational algorithm improves upon the naive
na'ive version by utilizing the notion
ilotion of state.
st.ate. The
The
state of the pool is defined by the remaining service requirement.
requirement of each resident job, the number
of jobs and the next job in line for service.
depart,ure changes the state of
service. Each arrival and each departure
the pool, and necessitates a state update. The computational
coinputat~ionalalgorithm exploits a formula that
enables the determination
the next job to (potentially)
determinat.ion of the identity of t,he
(pot,entially) leave the
t,he pool based on
job's departure is then scheduled.
pool state;
state; this job's
scheduled. Upon the next
next. arrival or departure, the state
of the pool is updated. If
If an
a n arrival occurs before the scheduled departure, the departure event
is cancelled ttoo preserve consistency of the pool. A similar idea has appeared in earlier studies
of interrupt processing [5]
[5] and hybrid modeling [6,
[6: 7].
71. Large simulation run-times -- especially
in thread-based systems with context-switching
warrant efficient algorithms
context-swit.ching overheadsoverheads
algorit,l~msfor the
simulation
siinulation of service disciplines.
In
I11 the single-departure
single-depart.ure computational
coinputat.iona1 RR
R R algorithm
algorit.hin [4],
[4], a traversal of the pool is required
for each departure. A simple analysis shows that if a RR
R R system
systein has n jobs in service and no
more jobs enter the pool, the time complexity of the
t.he algorithm
algorit,hin is O(n
O ( n 22).) . In
I11 this paper, we take a
different
different. approach and develop a novel batch
bat'ch departure computation
comput.at,ion which determines the
t,he identity
of multiple
inult,iple departures using special index fields augmenting the state
st,ate of the pool. With the aid of
such a computation, multiple departures
depart,ures can be scheduled without having
haviilg to update
updat,e the
t,he state of
the pool on each departure, causing a reduction in the
t.he number of scheduled events and hence, the
simulation time. The
T h e key, however, is to dynamically determine
det,erinine which events can be eliminated
eliininated
from simulation-calendar processing. This yields a new algorithm which further reduces simulation
siinulation
--
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Figure 1:
nai"ve and computational RR approaches
1: A Comparison
Comparisoil of na'ive
time complexity to 0(11,
O(7z log 11,).
n).
To test variations of the algorithm, we implemented it on a thread-based process-oriented simulator that is much like CSIM [1].
[:I.]. The system is layered, so that a simulation-kernel is supported
by a thread-system
thread-syst,em in a modular way.
way. Between
Bet,ween the application layer -- which is the
t,he level at
at. which
the user develops applications -- and the kernel layer,
layer, is the domain layer. While
M'llile various domains
domaills
may be supported,
supported, our algorithm pertains to a queueing domain which offers the user primitives
that deal with customers (jobs)
nai"ve as well as
(jobs) and servers (CPUs).
(CPUs). Given a domain layer,
layer, both na'ive
computational
versions
of
RR
can
be
implemented
as
functions
in
a
highly
portable
way. Indeed,
coinputational
functions
Indeed,
the function is easy to develop given the algorithm,
algorit,hm, as long as there is a way to access pool state
and the simulation
simulat.ion calendar.
calendar. As a practical matter,
matter, our tests were done on a simulator which is
also highly portable: if the
thread-system is portable then the entire system is portable because
t.he t.hread-syst,em
the layers are developed in the
t,he C language.
language.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
follows. In Section 2, we examine the components of
the single-departure
single-depart.ure computational
comput,at,ional algorithm and illustrate improvements
iinpr~vement~s
to be had by exploiting
an index field
field for each job in the pool. In
I11 Section 3,
3; we develop a new batch departure formula which
can significantly reduce simulation
simulat.ion time. The complete pseudo-code for departures, arrivals and the
expected run-time of the algorithm
algorit,hln is also presented. We also analyze the problem of cancellations
in the batch departure
primitive
depa.rt,ureformula and introduce
int.roduce the concept of "look ahead" as a desirable priinit,ive
in a simulation
present an algorithm
the update
siinulation kernel.
kernel. In
I11 Section 4 we present,
algorit,hin to
t,o handle t.he
updat,e of state
st.ate and
insertion of new arrivals after a batch departure.
depart,ure. In Section 5 we present
present. the results of several
experiments,
coinpariilg performance with previously proposed algorithms.
algorithms. Finally, we present a
experiments, comparing
brief conclusion
in Section
conclusio~~
Sect.ion 6.
6.
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Figure 2:
2: A circular queue for representing the Round-Robin service discipline
discipliile
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The Single-Departure Computational Algorithm and Improvements

-

In
I11 order to do a simulation in which the random number of quanta ajob
a job receives is not geometrically'
geometrically
distributed, the service time of the job must
inust be known. At the
t,he very latest, the scheduler must
inust know
start.s its first quantum,
quantum, so that its departure can be scheduled.
sclleduled. Of course,
course;
this by the time the job starts
we cannot
callnot know this time
t.ime in a real system,
system; but that
that, is why we use various distributions
distributioils in simulation.
simulat.ion.
This view is an advantage
random time (or random number
advailt,age of modeling. The raildoin
nuinber of quanta) is selected
select.ed
before the job starts service.
When a number of jobs have already begun service,
service, they
t,hey reside in the pool. The scheduler knows
that the job that will be first
pool/system will be the job with the smallest number of
that.
first. to leave the pool/systern
remaining quanta
quant,a that it needs served.
served. This is not the same as a simple SJF
S J F (Shortest-Job-First)
(Shortest-Job-First)
algorithm,
the pool in cyclic fashion,
algorit.llm, because the server moves through t,he
fashion, so there may be several jobs
iniiliinuin quanta requirement.
requirement,. The one to leave first will hold a unique position relative
rela.t,ive
with the minimum
to
the
cyclic
moving
server
in
the
pool.
to
In
the following
paragraphs, the single-departure computational
I11 t,he
following paragraphs,
computatioilal round-robin algorithm presented in [4]
presentation is deliberately concise to avoid repetition. The
[4] is explained. The preseiltation
interested
eilcouraged to
t.o consult the original paper for further explanations.
explailations.
int.erested reader is encouraged
To determine the identity of the
potential departure from the pool, a computational
t.he next
next. pot,ential
coinputational
algorithm needs to maintain the state of each job (or process) in the service pool. An appropriate
appr0priat.e
representation of the job pool is a circular linked list, which the
represent.ation
t'he server traverses
t,raverses in a circular fashion.
fashion.
As illustrated
illust,rat,ed in Figure 2, the
t,he algorithm presented in [4]
[4] keeps three fields for each job record: a
to the
next element in the circular list.
process identifier
ident.ifier (PID),
(PID), remaining
reinainiilg service-time,
service-time and a link t.o
t.he next.
list,.
An additional point,er
pointer HEAD,
HEAD, which is associated with pools of jobs, is used to indicate
indicat,e the job
A11
which is to receive the next quantum
quantuin of service. For clarity,
clarity, we will use the example in Figure 2 to
explain the main idea throughout.
throughout the paper.
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The computational
coinputational algorithm consists of two basic functions:

• A
ADJUST
D J U S T -_POOL:
P O O L : For an arrival or departure
depart,ure event,
event, this
t,llis function
funct,ion traverses the pool and
a,nd
adjusts remaining service-times, updating the state
that has
stmateof the pool according to
t.o the time
t,iine t.11at
elapsed between two
t,wo state updates (delta).
(delta). Two adjustments are made. An
A11 amount of time
is uniformly subtracted for each job - the number of complete traversals of the queue that
t'l~at,
occurred during the time delta.
those jobs stationed between t,he
the old head and
delta. Next, for only
oilly t,hose
t,ick of time is subtracted
subtracted..
the new head, one additional tick
-

• S
SCHEDULE~EXT_TO-.LEAVE:
C H E D U L E - N E X T - T O L E A V E : This function traverses the pool and determines
det.ermines the
next
job
to
depart
the
one
with
minimum
remaining
service
time.
It
keeps
track of this
next,
wit,h ininiinuin
t.his
time (minrem)
(minrem),, and also counts the number of steps (steps)
(steps) between the current
current. head (i.e.,
(i.e.,
to be serviced)
two paramet.ers,
parameters,
the current job t,o
serviced) and the job to
t o depart.
depart.. Upon determining these t.\vo
(poolsize) and service quanta
quant.a
the next departure is identified by using the size of the pool (pooZ-size)
(q)
(q) through
tllrough a simple formula:
formula:
current-time

+ ((minrem
pooZ-size + steps)
steps) x q
((minrem -- 1)
1) x poolsize

(1)
(1)

Using the circular list
list. in Figure 2 as an example,
example, it is easy to see that the next job to
t'o leave the
system is C,
C , if no new arrivals occur prior ttoo the departure,
departure, after (3
( 3 -- 1)
1) x 5 + 3 =
= 13
13 quanta 1.
I.
When an arrival or departure event occurs,
...POOL tto
occurs, the algorithm first invokes the function ADJUST
ADJUSTPOOL
o
update
updat,e state.
state. Next, it
it. either inserts the newly arriving job into the pool or removes the
t . 1 departing
~
to predict
job from the pool. The function
function SCHEDULLNEXLTO-.LEAVE
SCHEDULENEXT-TOLEAVE is invoked in the l~t
last. step t.o
the next
next. departure from the pool. Observe that
that. if an arrival event occurs before the
t.he scheduled
departure event, the
t,he scheduled departure event has ttoo be cancelled.

+

2.1
2.1

Enhancements with Indexing

In the original computational
..POOL and SCHEDULLNEXT
_TO ...LEAVE
coinputational algorithm,
algorithm, the functions
functions ADJUST
ADJUSTPOOL
SCHEDULENEXT-TOLEAVE
are each required to
t o traverse the pool. A simple but
but, effective improvement is to
t.o merge both
ADJUSTYOOL
ADJUSTPOOL and SCHEDULLNEXLTO-.LEAVE
SCHEDULENEXT-TOLEAVE so that
t,llat only one traversal of the pool will suffice.
suffice. This
can be achieved by introducing an index field
field for each job in the pool, to indicate the service order.
wit,hout the
t,he use of an index but a counter
count,er instead.
inst,ead. The
It is possible to achieve the same effect without
counter would keep track of the distance between the head and a part.icular
particular job. The performance
of both methods
inet.hods is the
t,he same, but the latter has the advantage that there is no need for an index
field in each job record. We utilized the indexing technique because we will also require it in the
t,he
batch departure scheme presented in Section 3.
3.
This technique proceeds by doing a queue traversal and minrem finding simultaneously;
siinultaneously; the
t'he
pseudo-code is shown
sho~rilin Figure 3.
3. The number of steps from
froin the
t,he last
last. round (i.e.,
(i.e., rem)
?-em) is used along
with an index (i.e.,
(i.e., i)
i) to
t o adjust the states of jobs stationed
st.ationed between the old header and the
t.he new
one.
one. Clearly, jobs lying between index =
=1
1 and index =
= rem
r e m require an extra
ext,ra tick
t,ick subtracted.
subt,ract,ed.The
Tlle
lThese
'These numbers
nulnbers mayor
may or may not be whole numbers. In a real system,
systenl? a job may not actually require a whole
n:hole
quantum,
consu~nesaa, whole quantum because of the
t h e granularity of operation. The
T h e algorithm handles
hal~dles
quantum; but nevertheless consumes
this in tthe
h e same way. If
If a job needs only tthe
h e fractional part of aa, quantum,
qua.ntum? the
t h e system gives it tthe
h e entire quantum.
Because of granularity at
a t tthe
h e OS scheduling level,
level; systems find it easier to
t o schedule in small,
small; but uniform quantum
sizes. For convenience and clarity.
n u ~ n b e r sin this paper.
clarity, we will use only whole numbers

5

other use of the
steps, which must be equal to
the index
t.he index is to
t o determine the new value of steps,
t.o t,he
of the
next job to (potentially) depart.
with the
t.he next.
depart. Index updates are done during queue traversal wit.11
t.he
help of a simple observation: the job immediately
iininediat.ely before the departing
depart,ing job must
inust get an index =
=
pooLsize -- 1,
pool-size
1, and the job immediately after the
t,lle departing job must get
get, an index == 1.
1. All other
ot,ller
jobs are numbered accordingly, depending on their
t,lleir position. The same idea
idea. is used for arrivals.
arrivals.
When an arrival occurs,
MThen
occurs, if the pool is not empty,
empty; one job is being serviced,
serviced, and the
t,lle ne\v
new job ends
pooLsize + 1,
which is the new pool size.
up with an index == poolsize
1, n~hicll
size. The job stationed
st,at,ioned immediately
imlnediat,ely
after
the new head,
the same
head; with index == 1.
1. ~rhen
M;lleil two jobs have t,he
aft.er this point of insertion becomes t,lle
minimum remaining time,
time, the job with
wit.11 aa. lower index departs first.
first. The variable m'inindex
nainindex is used
minimuin
to guarantee this condition.
condition.
Note that t,llis
this algorithm only predicts
which is
Not,e
predict.^ one departure event every time
t'iille it is invoked, wllicll
when a new job arrives or when a job leaves the
t,he system.
syst,em. It is an improvement
iinprovel-nent. over the original
computational
the sense that
number of pool traversals
coinputational algorithm in t,he
t,llat it reduces the
tlle iluinber
t.raversals by one-half.
This is practically faster,
but not asymptotically faster
[8] , since theoretical run-time
faster[8],
run-t.iine complexity
complexit'y
faster; but.
2
the system
is still O(n
~ ( n)., ~In
I11) the
. case where two or more
inore jobs depart from
froin t.he
syst'ein in
i11 quick succession,
successioil,
repeatedly, this algorithm
repeatedly,
algorithin tends to
t o becomes inefficient.

+

33

New Batch Departure Algorithm

potential
As explained earlier,
earlier, the original single-departure computational
comput,ational algorithm
algorithin identifies
ident.ifies one pot,ential
departure event and handles one arrival event
event. at
a t a time.
t,iine. We propose a novel algorithm
algorit,llin in
i11 which we
to handle the
consider the
t.he possibility of processing burst arrivals and batch qepartures,
depart,ures, t.o
t,he simulation
of models with bursty traffic. Figure 4 illustrates
illust,rat,es the difference
difference"between the
t.he original algorithm
algorit.l~inand
the new
ilew batch algorithm
algorit,hm in
i11 terms of the number
iluinber of events. We now proceed to
t.o derive a formula
forinula
batch of n17. potential departures from
that enables the
t,he determination
deter~ninationof a bat,ch
froin a pool of m
m ~ n jobs,
the pool. For simplicity, the formula
st,at,e of tlle
forinula will be derived assuming that
t,hat
based solely on the state
between the invocation of the algorithm
no new jobs arrive bet,ween
algorithin and the scheduled n departures.
departures. That
is,
to change the
is, departures
depart,ures can be identified because no new jobs arrive t,o
t,he state
sta.t,e of the system and
t,he departing jobs. We will, however,
however, address the issue of new
possibly change the identities of the
arrivals later.
The new formula is a generalization of t.he
the formula
forinula used in the single-departure algorithm,
algorit.hin,
though not an easy one. One idea is ttoo store the position and values of remaining
re~naiiliilgservice-time
service-t,iine ticks
t.icks
the queue to
presented
in the pool while traversing t,he
t.o determine the minimum.
ininiinuin. Then,
Then, Formula
Forinula 11 -- present.ed
in Section 2 -- can be applied multiple times. This approach,
approach: however,
however, causes some complications
coinplicatioils
which hinder its effective use:

>

t,he position
positioil of the head changes,
changes;
• the
t,he queue changes,
• the size of the
• some remaining-service time values are subjected
subject,ed to a decrement of one tick,
t.ick, while others
ot,l~ers
undergo no subtraction, depending on whether they correspond to
uildergo
t,o jobs that are stationed
between t,he
the current head and the potential departure or not.
bet.ween
head.
• the
t,he relative positions in the pool change,
change; with
wit,h respect to the
t,he head.

6

ADJUST -.POOL.AND_SCHEDULE~EXT
- .DEPARTURE ( evenUype)
ADJUSTPOOL
AND-SCHEDULE_NEXTDEPARTURE(
event-type)

delta fsirrLclock -- prev-clock
prev_clock
t sinx-clock
ticks ft delta/
deltalqq
sub ft ticks/pool-size
tickslpool -size
rem
pool-size
t ticks mod pool-size
renz f<J
t pool-size - rem
I-em
a for reindexing
ffirst
i r s t fminrem
fhead.remain
<J
m i n r e m t head.12emain
a for finding
finding min
inin remain
minindex
pool-size + 1
m i n i n d e x ft pool-size
steps ft 1
job ft head
job
for if-I
pool-size
i t 1 to pool-size
do job.remain
job.remain fjob.remain -- sub
<J
t job.remain
a adjust remain
reinaiil
if ii ::;
<J
5 rem
rem
a update indexes
then job.remain
job.remain fjob. remain -- 1
t job.remain
job.index fjob.index
t ffirst
irst + i
else job.index
job. index ft i-rem
i -rem
if job.remain
job. remain =
=0
then remove job from pool
= (rem
(renx + 1)
1)
else if ii =
<J
a find new head
then newhead fjob
t job
if job.remain
job.remain <
< minrem
m i n r e m or
(job.remain
job.index <
(job.remain =
= minrem
m i n r e m and job.index
< minindex)
minindex)
then minrem
job.remain
<J
remain
m i n r e m ft job.remain
a find min
inin reinail1
job.index
steps ft job.index
minindex
m i n i n d e x ft steps
if event-type == arrival
then newjob's index fpool-size
t pool
-size + 1
update minrem
millrein and steps if new job has a smaller remain
reinail1
insert new job to
t,o the pool
else pool-size fpool-size -- 1
<J
t pool-size
a departure event

+

+

+

+

+

+

t current-time
current-tinae + ((minrem
( ( m i n r e m-- 1)
1 ) * ppool-size
o o l s i z e + steps) * q
next-departure f-

Figure 3:
with Indexing
3: The Original Algorithm wibh
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There is no simple way t.o
to keep t.rack
track of the different remaining
remammg service quanta for jobs in
the head as elements
the pool and the position
positioil of t'he
e1einent.s get
get, removed,
reinoved, preventing an easy generalization
generalizat,ion
and application
formula. Further, because the
t,he pool size changes between updates,
applicat.ion of the original formula.
computational
handling during updates.
coinput,ational terms have to
t.o be added that
that. require special handliilg
updates.
To illustrate
illustra,te the idea clearly,
clearly, consider
coilsider the
t.he state
stat,e of the pool after
aft.er C and D are removed from
froin
the original pool:
pool: this is shown
the head undergoes a change,
sho\vn in Figure 5. \Vith
Tiit,h each deletion, tlie
change,
t,he
ultimately moving
relative positions of entries with
ultiinat,ely
lnoving from A to
t.o D to E.
E. The relat.ive
wit11 respect to the head
now all undergo change.
cha,nge. That
That. is, E is initially
iilitially 5,
5: but becomes 4 after C is removed,
removed, and 11 after
both A and B maintain
their positioils
positions 2 and 3,
D is removed, while bot.11
inaiilt,aiil t,heir
3, respectively.
respectively. During the first
t.icks are subtracted from
froin each of A and B, while 2 ticks
t.icks are subtracted
subt,ract.ed from each of D
round, 3 ticks
and E.
But, during the second round, 11 tick
E. But,,
t,ick is subtracted
subt,racted from each.
each. Thus,
Thus: as
as the
t,he example shows,
shows,
it can
be
quite
a
challenge
to
keep
track
of
these
differences
efficiently
as
elements
are
deleted
from
call
to
t.hese
for different jobs during each round
a large pool, because of the
t.he different number of subtractions
s~btract~joils
as their relative positions
positioils change.
change.
Remove C:
C:

I
Pid.
Pid:·A
A

Pid: B

Pid:
Pid: D

Pid: E

Rema in: 2
Remain:

Remain:
Remain: 3

Remain:2
Remain::!

Remain: 6

I

I
I

•
4

•

I

•4

HEAD

Remove D:

•f

I

Pid:
Pid: A

Pid: B

Pid:E
Pid: E

Remain: 1

Remain:
Remain: 2

Remain: 5

I
I

•
4

I

•

I

HEAD
HEAD

Figure 5: State
Stat,e of the pool after
aft,er two departures

3.1
3.1

Derivation of the
t h e Generalized Formula

Having made the case that
t.hat. serious complications
coinplicatioils arise in a natural
nat,ural generalization of the formula
from t,he
the old algorithm,
position, pool size,
algorithm, primarily because of changes in head position,
size, and relative
positions, we propose a method that
t,hat, exploits
exploit,^ the
t.he following:
follo\ving:
• a fixed head,
• a fixed pool size,
size,
9

• complete
comp1et.e traversals of the
t,he pool from head to tail.
The basic idea is to use this somewhat
solnewhat artificially simplified pool, where the head and pool size
are determined
deterinined by the initial
iili tial state,
stat,e, and used for all subsequent computations. With an approach
that greatly simplifies computational
the extra quanta to get
t11a.t
coinput~ationalupdates,
updates, we only
oilly need to subtract
subt,ract t,he
an exact
solution.
As
will
be
shown,
the
subtraction
of
quanta
can
be
expressed
mathematically,
mathematically,
exact. solution.
shown;
and can thus
t,hus be easily accounted for.
for. Further, the scheduling of all departures from the pool can
be affected solely from initial state information.
information. As was explained before, that the formula will be
derived assuming that no new arrival occur between the scheduled n departures.
departures.
Using the same example as before,
before, where each job record has an index,
index, and indexing is used to
indicate
iildicat,e relative positions of jobs, we proceed to build a table T that contains the pool elements,
elements,
the remaining service times,
times, the relative
t,he
relat,ive positions and the relative order of distinct departures. The
scheduled departure time of the next
next. job from the pool is then given by:

+

current-time + h
[ri x pool-size
(terml) -- (term2)]
(term2)l x q
currenLtime
pooLsize -- (termI)

(2)
(2)

where ri == remaining
reinaiiliilg time for job i,
i , and (term 1)
I ) and (term
(term 2)
2) are explained in detail below.
\vherc
Observe that the formula reflects three constraints imposed on the pool:

Ti
pooLsize
1-i x poolsize

a complete traversal (-----t
(--t complete traversal condition),
condit.ion),

(term 1)

extra steps (or ticks)
t,icks) due to counting elements
element,^ that have already departed
(-----t
(--t fixed queue condition),

(term 2)

extra steps due to traversal from a particular
part*icular element to
t.o tail (-----t
(--t fixed
head condition).
condition).

\iVe now examine these terms
\;lie
t.erins in detail,
detail, assuming a pool of n elements.

Term 1:
1:
For a (potentially)
(potentially) departing job i (i
(i =
= 1,2,
1, 2, ...
...,, n),
n ) , term 1 is given by:
i-I
2-1

Lh - Tj) = (i -

i-I
i-l

1) x

ri -

j=1

LTi'

(3)

j=1

On t.he
the left
the equation,
left. side of t'he
equation, we subtract the extra steps counted between the current job
ii and all previously departing jobs jj.. The expression on the right
the one
right, side of the equation is t.he
i-I
i-l

the algorithm.
LTi
useful for implementation of t.he
algorithm. The term x
7
.
i can be stored in a single variable.
j=1
j=l
During each round, we would only need to add the last element,
element, without
wit.hout needing to do the entire
summation
sumination repeatedly.
repeatedly.

Term 2:
2:
Term
Terin 2 is a little more difficult, as we will shortly see.
see. For departing job ii (i
(i =
= 1,2,
1, 2, ...
...,, n),
n ) ;term 2
is given by:
by:
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(pool-size-at-round-i)

-

(position-o f -job-i-relative-tohead)

(4)
(4)

The
pool...size is fixed at the illstant
instant
The pool size
size at
a t a given round is obtained as (remembering
(remembering that poolsize
the
the algorithm is
is invoked):
invoked):

+

pooLsize-aLround_i =
- ii + 1)
pool-size-at-round-i
= (pooLsize
(pool-size 1)

(5)
(5)

For relative
relative positions,
posit.ions, we take into account
accouilt that:
• relative positions
departure,
positioils of jobs change
chailge as jobs are removed and scheduled for depart,ure,
• relative positions
job don't change, though
positioils of jobs stationed between the
t,he head and a departing job
the positions of others must change.
change.
Let Pi
of algorithm's invocation
pi be the position
posit.ion of job ii relative to the
t.he fixed head aatt the start of
on
relative pposition
on the
the pool.
pool. Based on the
t.he above explanation, the new relat.ive
o s i t i o ~is~ determined as:

relative position =
= pi
@(pi)
Pi - ¢(Pi)

(6)
(6)

where the function
functioil ¢(pi)
@(pi)defines
defines the number of jobs wibh
where
with relative positioils
positions smaller t.han
than pi
Pi that
have already
to computing @(pi)
¢(Pi) is tto
depart,ed. A straightforward approach t.o
o compare the currently
already departed.
pi with
wit.11 each of the relative positions of the jobs
departing job's Pi
jobs that just
just departed.
departed. Unfortunately,
( n 22 ).) .
this kind of one-by-one comparison will drive the time co~nplexity
this
complexity of
of the algorithm up to O
O(n
Therefore, we have to resort to a more efficient but also inore
Therefore,
more complicated data structure for the
@(pi).
calculation of ¢(Pi)'
pi: the work required to
t.o find numbers
iluinbers smaller than pi
Given a value Pi,
Pi in a given set is allnost
almost
the same
same as
as the
t,he work required to
t o find the rank of pi
(i.e., it,s
the
Pi (i.e.,
its position) in the linear order of
of the
in
that
the
latter
also
couilts
the
element
itself.
These
two
computational
set.
They
only
differ
set.
counts
functions have the following
following relationship:
functions

(7)

dat,a structure,
structure, called augmented red-black tree or order-statist,ic
A widely-used data
order-statistic tree[9],
tree[9], call
can support
fast
rank
operations.
A
red-black
tree
has
the
followiilg
properties:
1)
Every
node
is
colored red
fast
operations.
following
black. 2)
2) The
The root is black. 3)
3) A red node can only have black children.
or black.
children. 4) Every path from
the root to a leaf contains
coiltaiils the
t,he same number of black nodes. These properties guarailtee
the
guarantee that a
height. of O(log
O(1og n)
n ) and enables insertion or deletion in O(1og
O(log nn))
red-black tree with n nodes has a height
t,o the
t.he usual fields key,
key, color,
color, parent,
time. In addition to
time.
parent, left, and right, an auginent.ed
augmented red-black
tree has another field
field called size in each node. For a node x,
tree
x, the field size(x)
size(x) coiltaiils
contains t.he
the number
nodes in the subtree
subtree rooted at x ~
- a sum including
iilcludiilg the size of
of nodes
of its left child, its right child, and
(for itself):
itself):
11 (for

size(x) = size(left(x))

11

+ size(right(x)) + 1

(8)

rank(x)
{{ r = size(left(x))
size(left(x» + I;
1;
y = x;
X;
of tree) {{
while (y != root of
(y==right(parent(y»)
if (y==right(parent(y)))
r=r+size(left(parent(y»)+1;
r=r+size(left(parent(y)))+l;
y=parent(y);

1}

return r;

I
e.g.
rank(36)=1+1+(1
+1)+(10+1)=15
rank(36)=1+1+(1+1)+(10+1)=15

Figure 6:
operation
6: An augmented
augment.ed red-black tree and the rank operatioil
A
A detailed description
descriptioil of this data
dat,a structure,
st.ruct,ure: relevant
relevant. algorithms
a.lgorithms and ttime
i n e analysis can be found
in
with a fuilction
function to determine the rank of
of
in [9].
[9]. Figure 6 shows
shows an augmented
auginent,ed red-black tree
t.ree along wit.11
an
r m k : the algorithm traverses the path from the given element to
an element.
element. To
To find an element's rank,
root, accumulating
accliinulating the size of any subtree
subt,ree appearing to t,he
the root,
the left,
left of
of the path. For example, to
36, the
t.he path
pat.11 to the
t,he root is 36 t
get the rank of the element 36,
----+ 33 t
----+ 47 t
----+ 30 and there are three
subtrees,
of the path. To get the final
subt,rees, rooted at nodes 34,
34: 32,
32, and 23,
23, \vhich
~vhichappear to the left of
result,
result., we accumulate the sizes of these
t.hese three
t.hree subtrees (i.e.
(i.e. 1,
1, 1,
1; 10)
10) and then add 3 because the
t,l~esethree.
three subtrees
subtrees (i.e.
(i.e. 36,
36, 33,
33: 30) are also smaller than 36. The rank operatioil
parents of these
operation can
t,o the
t . 1 height
height,
~
done in a time that is proportional to
be done
of t,he
the red-black tree, i.e. in O(1ogn)
O(log n) time.
Hence, computing
coinputiiig ¢(pi)
$(pi) can also
also be done in o
O(1og
12).
(log n).
Hence,
(5) and (6),
(6): we obtain a final form
foi-in for term 2:
Combining (5)

+

(pool-size -- ii + 1)
1) -- pi
(pool-size
Pi

$(pi).
+ ¢(pi).

(9)
(9)

Wit,h Term
Terin 11 and Term 2 thus defined,
defined, we are finally in a position to write a precise expression for
With
depart,ure time of job i(i
i(i = 1,2,
1: 2, ...
...:, n)
n ) for the batch-departure case:
the departure

xri)

2-1
i-I

+

[rixx pool-size -- ((i
( ( 2 -- 1)
1) x Ti
ri -- 2:)'i) -- ((pool-size
((pool-size current-time + h
- ii

++ 1)
1) - pi
Pi +
+ $(pi))]
¢(Pi))] x
X (I
q

j=1

This formula
formula is
is computationally
comput~ationallysimple to implement.
implement.. JVhen
This
'\Then invoked, it yields departure times
=1
1 to departure ii =
= n,
n: based solely on the iilit,ial
starting from
from departure
departure ii =
starting
initial state of
of the pool.

3.2

Computational Algorithm with Look-ahead

In replacing single
single departures with
wit,h batch
bat,& departures,
departures, we encounter a new problem. A single depart.ure requires one departure-time computation
comput.at.ion and at most.
parture
most one event cancellation, thus causing
1itt.le overhead,
overhead, if any.
any. In
I11 the
t.he batch departure case,
case, however, we may arrive at a situation (at an
little
extreme, decidedly)
decidedly) where we compute and schedule t,he
extreme,
the departare
departure times of
of a large iiuinber
number n of
of
jobs only to later find that nearly all such departures must be cancelled because of
of arrivals which
12

SCHEDULE-BATCH_DEPARTURE
SCHEDULEBATCH-DEPARTURE

job +-+ head
for
pool-size
<J
for ii +-c 1
1 to
to pool
-size
a fill
fill table
T[i]+-+- job
do T[i]
job +-+- job.next
job. next
T in ascending order by remaining service time
quicksort T
sum_remainder +-sum-remainder
+0
for
pool-size
<J
for ii +-+ 1
1 to
to pool
-size
a schedule departures
+ T[i].remain
T[i].remain
do r +-<J
p +-+ T[i].index
T[i].index
a relative position
t e r m1l +-+ (i
(i -- 1)
1) * r -- sum-remainder
term
sum_remainder
sum_remainder +-sum_remainder + r
sum-remainder
+ sum-remainder
insert p into an augmented red-black tree
¢q5 +-<J
+ rank(p)
rank(p) -- 11
a jobs departed with smaller p
t (pooLsize
(pool-size -- ii + 1)
1) -- p + ¢
4
term2 +-dep-time +-+ currenLtime
current-time + [r
[r * pool-size
t e r m 1l -- term2]
term21 * q;
q;
dep_time
pooLsize -- term
(dep-time < look-ahead(nexLarrival))
look-ahead(next-arrival))
a look ahead before scheduling
if (dep_time
<J
then
then schedule a departure event for T[i].process
T[i].process at dep_time
dep-time

+

+

+

+

Figure 7:
7: The pseudo code of new batch departure algorithm
algorit.hin
change the state of the pool and thus invalidate the already scheduled departures. This problem
~roblem
siinilatioil
can be solved by resorting to a special look-ahead primitive which looks ahead in the simulation
to
t o determine the time of the
t,he next arrival.
arrival. Since the simulation has access to
t o processes or random
arrivals, this is easily achieved.
achieved. It
It. is worth mentioning
mentioniilg that the looknumber streams generating arrivals,
idea. It
It. has been widely used in distributed simulation systems to avoid
ahead concept is not a new idea.
deadlocks[lO].
deadlocks[10].
In process-oriented simulation, for example, a simulation kernel would have to
t o provide the
t,he
tiine of the
t,he next arrival.
arrival. The
application layer with a primitive that looks ahead and returns the time
batch-departure computation algorithm checks the time of the next arrival and terminates
termii1at.e~the loop
tiine is found to
t,o be greater than
tllan the arrival time. This makes for an efficient
when the departure time
computation that
that, determines only what
what. is needed through
tl~roughconstant monitoring via look-ahead.
trajectory, the resulting simulation
sirnulatioil
Because such a use of look-ahead does not alter a simulation's trajectory,
produces consistent results.
results.
inajor steps. Firstly, we traverse the queue and build a table T
The algorithm has three major
T
containing relative positions and remaining service times. Secondly,
Secondly, we sort the table in increasing
ri, determine the relative departure order and put it in the table
t,able
order of remaining service times ri,
T. After obtaining
obtainiilg necessary information, we use the batch departure
depart.ure formula to
t o schedule bat.cl1
T.
batch
departure events.
evenbs. The algorithm terminates when it completes the departure
depart,ure time
t,ime computation
coinputat~ionfor
t.he table
t,able T
T or when the next arrival time
tiine (via look-ahead)
look-ahead) is reached. Figure 7
each of the jobs in the
details.
depicts the algorithm in details.
naive algorithm yield the same results,
results, serving to
t,o
Both the computational algorithm and the naIve
coinputational algorithm is indeed a correct and more efficient O(
O (nn log n)
n ) algorithm
algorit,llm
verify that the computational
for the
t,lle prescribed task.
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3.3
3.3

A
A Detailed
Detailed Example
Example

Consider
Coilsider the
the following
followiilg illustration
illustratio~lof
of the
t.he use
use of
of the
the batch-departure
batch-departure formula,
formula, based
based on
on the
the pool
pool
shown in
in Figure
Figure 2.
2. The
shown
The traversal
traversal isis done
done from
froin left
left to
t,o right
right to
t o obtain
obtain aa table
table TT containing
containing the
the
reina,iningservice
service times
t,iines Ti,
1-i: the
the relative
relative positions
positioils Pi
pi and
and the
the departure
departure order
order i:i:
remaining
Job
Job PID:
PID:
Remaining
Reinaiiling time
tiine Ti
ri
Departure
Departure order
order ii
position Pi
Relative
Relativepositioilpi

A
A

B
B

55
33
11

66
44

22

C
C
33
11
33

D
D
44
22
44

E
E
88
55
55

Sort.ing TT by
b!~ remaining service
service time
tiine Ti,
ri, we
we further
furt.her obtain:
obtain:
Sorting

1 Job
Job PID:
PID:

I Cc I DDI A A~ B B~ E I E

Remaining time T i
Departure order i
Relative position Pi

3
1
3

4

2
4

5
3
1

6
4

2

8
5
5

Now applying
applying the
t.he batch
bat.ch departure
departure formula
formula applied
applied for
for ii =
= 11 through
through ii =
= 5,
5, we
we get:
get.:
Now
Departure 1:
1: Job
Job C,
C, ii == 1:
1
• Departure
ri xx pooL..size
poolsize =
= 33 x 55 =
= 15
15
Ti
i-1
2-1

t e n =
= (i
(2 -- 1)
1) x Ti
r -terml

r. =
-0
0I>i
Cz-

-

= 00
00 =

j=l
j=1

+

term2
t,erm2 =
= (pooLsize
(pool-size -i
-i + 1)
1)-- Pi
pi + ¢(Pi)
4(pi) =
= (5
(5 -- 11+ 1)
1)-- 33 +
+ 00 =
= 22

depart.ure =
= current-time
departure

+ [15
[15 -- 00 -- 2]q
219 =
= currenLtime
current-time +
+ 13
13 qg
+

Departure 2:
2: Job
Job D,
D, ii =
= 2:
2:
• Departure
1-i x pooL..size
poolsize =
= 44 xx 55 =
= 20
20
Ti
i-1
i- 1

Cr ,-=-- 11 xx 44 -- 33==1 1
i-I>i

term1
(i -- 1)
1) Xx Tri term
1 == (i

j=l
j=1

+

+ ¢(Pi)
4(pi)== (5
(5 -- 2 + 1)
1)-- 44 +
+ 11== 11
+
= currenLtime
current-time +
+ [20
[20 -- 11-- l]q=
l.]g= currenLtime
current-time + 18
18 qg
departure =
t.erin2 == (pool-size
(poolsize -i
-i + 1)
1)-- pPi
i
term2

Departure 3:
3: Job
Job A,
A; ii == 3:
3:
• Departure
Ti
Ti x pooL..size
poolsize =
= 55 x 55 =
= 25
25
i-1
i- 1

t,errnl == (i
(7: -- 1)
1) x Ti
ri -terml

Cri== 2 xx 55 I>i

-

7 == 33

jj=l
=1

+

+

term2 == (pool-size
(poolsize -- ii + 1)
1)-- Pi
pi + ¢(pi)
q$(pi) =
= (5
(5 -- 3 + 1)
1) -- 11+ 0 =
=2

current-time
departure == currenLtime

+ [25
[25 -- 3 -- 2]q=
+

current-time
currenLtime
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25 ticks
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o

25 - 3 - 2 =20

o
0

D
term2=2

terml =3
terml=3

"

30 ticks
C!) .)
00
@
@

@
@)

@~0[!]
30-6-1=23

o

terml=6

D

term2=1

(b)

(3)
(a)

Figure 8:
8: (a)
(a) Job A departs

(b)
(b) Job B departs

• Departure 4:
4: Job B,
B; ii =
= 4:
4:
ri
~ - ix

pooLsize =
poolsize
= 6 x 5 = 30
i-I
2-1

terrnl =
= (i
(i -- 1)
1) x
term1

7.i -ri

2:>i

x r i=
= 3 x 6 -- 12
12 =
=6
j=1
j=1

term2 =
Pi + ¢(Pi)
= (pooLsize
(poolsize -- ii +
$ 1)
1) -- pi
@(pi)=
= (5
(5 -- 4 + 1)
1) -- 2 + 1 =
=1
departure
depart.ure =
= current-time

+ [30
(30 -- 6 -- l]q
l]q=
= current-time + 23
23 q

A graphical explanation of the computation
computat,ion is demonstrated in Figure 8.
8. Consider
Coilsider the computation of the third
t'hird departure,
departure, i.e.
i.e. Job A departs.
departs. A total of 25 ticks are doled out to
t,o 5 jobs because
Job A requires 5 ticks service time.
(i.e. terml),
terml), as shown
sl~own
time. These 25 ticks include 3 extra ticks (i.e.
circled in Figure 8(a),
8(a), given to C and D even after they have been marked as having departed.
Furthermore, because A's relative position (i.e.,
Furtl~ermore,
(i.e., ppi=l)
i = l ) is smaller than C's (i.e.,
(i.e., 3)
3) and D's (i.e.,
(i.e., 4),
4),
the value of A's ¢(Pi)
@ ( p i )is O.
0. This results in term2 =
= 3 -- 1 -- 0 =
= 2.
2. There are two extra ticks,
ticks, marked
t.he last row of Figure 8(a),
8(a), distributed to other in-pool jobs stationed after A (i.e.,
(i.e.,
by rectangles in the
Jobs B and E).
Thus,
deducting
these
5
extra
ticks
from
the
total
of
25
ticks,
we
obtain
the
value
E). Thus,
ext,ra
25 ticks,
20. A similar calculation for Job B's departure is depicted in Figure 8(b).
8(b). Note that the value
20.
of B's ¢(pi)
@(pi)is 1 because,
because, among jobs that
that. have already departed,
departed, only A has a smaller relative
position (i.e.,
posit,ion
(i.e., 1)
1) than B (i.e.,
(i.e., 2).
2). Hence term2,
terin2: which is 2 -- 2 + 1 = 1,
1, shows that
that. one extra tick is
given t,o
to an in-pool job (i.e.,
(i.e., Job E).
E). Subtracting the extra quanta in terml
term1 and term2, we obtain
the value 23
t,he
23 for Job B.

+

44

Handling Changes of State

When a batch of nn jobs has been scheduled for departure,
Whell
departure, there are two ways of handling the
change of pool state,
state, i.e.,
i.e., of bringing the pool to a consistent state.
state. This is true for nn = 1 as well
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ADJUST-.POOLBATCH-DEPARTURE

discount
job's remain
discount +t the nth departure job's
position +job's index
t the nth departure
depart,ure job's
job +t head
for
for k +t1
1 to
to pool-size
do
do if job.index ~
5 position
then job.remain +t job.remain - discount
else
- 1)
else job.remain +t job.remain - (discount
(discount 1)
if job.index
job.index == position
then
then newhead +t job.next
tmp
tmp +t job
if job.remain
job.?-emain ~ 0
then
then delete job.process from pool
job +t tmp.next
pool-size +t pool-size
pool-si-~e -- n
head +t newhead
job +t head
for
for k +t1
1 to
to pool-size
do
<l
do job.index +t k
a new index
job +t job.next
job. next

<

Figure 9:
9: Update the state of the pool after 1n1 departures
as
as nn >
> 1.1. The case
case of n == 11 is essentially
esseiltially the original single-departure computational algorithm.
Each job leaves
its departure time, i.e., when
leaves the pool as
as soon
sooil as
as simulation time coincides with it.s
the departure
departure event is activated.
activated. Upon
Upoil departing,
departing, the job updates the pool to the correct state aatt
the
the simulation
si~nulationtime of the event.
event. In
I11 the case of n > 1,
1, the state of the pool must be updated
the
updated to
all nn departures.
departures. Since each departure must have a correspondi~lg
one
reflect all
corresponding departure-event, any
anyone
of these
these nn departure events may be used to update the state of the pool. For example, only the
last, job to
to depart can affect
affect. the update, so that the others do not have t.o
last
to do any work.
t.he batch departure case,
case, we have to
t o find a way of obtaining all necessary illformation
For the
information in
single traversal of the pool,
pool, just
t,he case of the single-departure algorithm. As explained
aa single
just as in the
earlier, different discounts
discounts have to
t o be applied to different elements in t,he
the pool, depending on the
earlier,
positioil of the head with respect to
t o these elements, as the traversal is done. The algorithm is
position
det,ailed in Figure 9.
9. Assume that there are n jobs to depart in a batch. The reinailling
detailed
remaining servicequant.ity. Next, simply traverse the pool from
the nth
n t h job will be used as the discount quantity.
time of the
to tail,
t,ail, subtracting discount for
for each job lying bet~veen
t h job
head to
bet\veen head and t,he
the nnth
job and subtracting
discozsnt -- 11 for
for the
t,he rest.
rest. Those jobs that have remaining
reinailling service-times less t,han
discount
than or equal to zero
are deleted from
from the pool,
pool, i.e.,
i.e., they have been scheduled for (potential) departure. Once the update
are
is done,
done, the
the pool is
is reindexed and the new head is defined. The pool is t.hen
is
then ready for t,he
the next
invocatioil of the update algorithm.
algorithm.
invocation
Consider the batch departure of jobs C and D in our previously defined example. Note that
t,llere is
is no need to update the pool state when C first
first, departs.
depart,^. Since job D is the last tto
o leave in
there
t.iine
(i.e.,
4)
as
the
quantity
discount.
Next, for
the
batch
departure,
we
use
D's
remaining
service
the
departure,
time (i.e.,
each job in the pool,
pool, we subtract the quantity discount or discozsnt
each
discount - 1 from its remaining
remaining t.ime,
time,
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depending on wl~et.l~er
whether its relative posit.ion
position lies before or after D.
A, B,
D. The jobs A,
B, C,
C, and D get
get. the
discount quantity 4,
the value 3.
\Ve can
remaining
4, while job E
E gets t'he
3. We
call thus
t.llus obtain updated
updat.ed values of relnaining
service-time when D leaves
leaves the
t.he system.
syst,ein.

I

1

I AA I B BI Cc ] DDI E E(

Job
J O PID
~
Remaining t.iine
time Ti
7';
Relative
position Pi
Relat.ive posit.ion
pi,
discount
discount. (-)
(-)

I

I

I

I

1 55 1 6 1 3 1 44 18 8 1
1 22 33 4 55
4
44
4
4 3
Updat,ed remaining time ri 1 2 --1 0 5

After deleting all jobs '\Tith
wit11 zero or negative
negat.ive remaining
renlaining service-times
service-t.iines from
froin the pool (i.e.,
(i.e., C and
D), we obtain an up-to-date
D),
up-to-dat,e pool with consistent state
stat.e at time
time =
= clock + 18q.
189. The new head will
now point to
t o job E.

+

Job PID
Remain Ti

Performance
Performance Evaluation
Evaluation

5

We ran a number of experiments to evaluate the performance
perforinance of the
t.he batch departure algorithms.
algorithms. A
single, unrestricted queue served in round-robin fashion was used to implement and test the algorithms. Further,
Further, the algorithms
algorit.hms were implemented within an application-layer residing above the
[11].
thread-bked process-oriented simulator based on the Purdue Ariadne threads library
library(1
I].
kernel of a thread-based
The input parameters used were:
were:
q.
• Quantum q.
dist.ributed job interarrival times with mean 1/
1/X.
• Exponentially distributed
A.
departcuretimes
tiines with mean
meail Ihl.
1/p.
• Exponentially distributed job departure

+

exponent,ially distributed batch sizes with mean 1 + 1/
1/P.
• Discretized exponentially
{3.
The output parameter measured was the
tlle amount
amount, of CPU time
t i n e required to do the simulations,
simulatioas,
given specific values for the
t.he input
input. parameters described above.
above. Several variations of the proposed
algorithms were implemented
iinpleinent.ed within the application-layer on the
t,he simulator kernel, to evaluate the
t,he
runs, we
performance of the different
different. ideas presented in the paper. To help identify the
t.he different runs,
use the following
following notation:
not,a.tjon:
naRR

-

the
t,he naIve
naYve round-robin algorithm.

orCA

-

the original single-departure computational
coinputational algorithm.
algorithm.

inCA

-

the original computational
coinputat.iona1 algorithm,
algorit,lnn, using indexing.
indexing.

nuBD

-

the batch departure algorithm
algorit,l~inwith one-departure at
at, a time.
time.

buBD

-

the batch departure algorithm wit,h
with batch departures.
departures.

BD

-

nuBD or buBD
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Each experiment was repeated 20 times with different random number seeds for each run,
run, and
the results then
performance of the
the11 averaged. The use of averages does not represent the absolute performailce
algorithms but.
but rather their relative performance given a particular parameter configuration.
In all our experiments we obtained a 95%
coilfidence interval based on a Student-t,
Student,-t, using n =
=
95% confidence
20. We routinely
routiilely computed the standard errors in this process and found that with n11 =
= 20,
20, the
20.
example, with a mean of approximately 12
12 seconds,
seconds, the variance
standard error was small. For example,
one. Variance stability was verified over several runs for all the algorithm versions.
was close to one.
95% confidence intervals are shown in Figure 16.
16. For clarity and
Two sample curves showing the 95%
clutter, all other figures
figures don't include the confidence interval.
to avoid clutter,

5.1
5.1

1: Single
Single arrivals
Benchmark 1:

These experiments were designed to evaluate the behavior of the different variations
variatioils of the algorithms subjects to arrivals that occur one at a time.
Experiment 11 (Sensitivity
(Sensitivity to
t o quantum)
quantum)

The purpose of this experiment was to measure the performance of the algorithms as quantum size
q is changed,
changed, since each algorithm uses different data structures to yield the same
saine results. The
parameters used were 1/
1/X
= 50 and 1/
1 /f-Lp =
= 40,
40: with N
= 20000 jobs. All six variations of the
A=
N =
show11 in Figure 10.
10.
algorithms indicated earlier were tested. The results are shown
Experiment 2 (Sensitivity
(Sensitivity to
t o traffic intensity p)

The purpose of this experiment was to measure the performance of the algorithms as the ratio
p == X/p
varied. Here,
Here, f-L
p and A
fixed at the values defined above,
above, while
A/ f-L (traffic intensity) is varied.
NT were fixed
XA was varied.
varied. As before, all variations of the algorithms were tested,
tested, except for naRR. The results
11. The same data was used to
t*ogenerate Figure 12,
12, where naRR is omited,
omited, to
are shown in Figure 11.
show a closer view of the other algorithms.
Interpretation of Results

141. In
I11 essence,
The difference in performance between algorithms naRR and orCA was explained in [4].
sinall q because a larger number of events
evei1t.s (and thus,
the naive algorithm requires more time for small
context-switches) needs to be handled. Clearly,
Clearly, all the other computational algorithms offer much
better behavior than naRR. As far as the variations of the computational algorithms and batch
algoritlnns are concerned,
concerned, we observe that all exhibit a near constant-time
departure formula-based algorithms
q. In
performance. This happens because the amount of computation required is independent of q.
particular, orCA and inCA exhibit almost the same
saine performance behavior; they tend to offer better
performance than nuBD and buBD, which again seem to be similar to one another in behavior.
In regard to traffic intensity effects, we observe that simulation runtime increases as p approaches
1;
1; it's clear that
that. more work is required to maintain the data structures when load increases.
increases. The
The
saine observations as before apply,
apply, i.e.,
i.e., orCA and inCA exhibit almost the same
saine performance,
same
performance, and
five algorithms
algorit,llms offer much better performance than naRR,
naRR,
are better than nuBD and buBD.
buBD. All five
1.
and the perforinance
performance difference decreases as p increases towards 1.
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From
the perFroin our experiments we conclude that indexing and look-ahead do little to
t,o improve t,he
formance of orCA in any significant way. In the case of indexing,
the pool is not
indexing, a traversal
t.raversa1 of t,he
required: in the case of look-ahead, cancellations can be avoided.
avoided. It.
It, turns out,
out, however, that the
required;
cost
works out ttoo be almost
impleme~ltat~ion
almost, the same.
same.
cost. of the original implementation and the new implementation
to exhibit almost
almost. the
t,he same cost as algorithm
algorithin buBD. This is because
Algorithm nuBD also appears t,o
algoritl~insaffect the same number of computations,
coinput,ations, and the cost
cost. of handling departures
depart,ures
both algorithms
one-at-a-time
batch.
one-at-a-time is roughly the same as the cost of processing departures
depart,ures in a bat,ch.

5.2
5.2

Benchmark 2:
2: Burst arrivals
arrivals

These experiments were designed to evaluate the
the algot,he behavior of the different
different. variations
variat,ions of t,he
event, where interarrival
int,erarrival mean
rithms for arrivals that occur in distinct batches. For each arrival event,
is 1/.\
1/X7 aa (discretized exponential) batch size BA with mean 1 +
+ 1/{3
1/P was defined, and BA arrival
events
event,s were generated. The
T h e service time ST,
ST, with mean 1/f-L,
1/p7 was divided by BA to
t,o obtain the
t,he
service time for each job in an arriving batch
bat,& to ensure stability in the system.
syst,ein.
Experiment 3 (Sensitivity
(Sensitivity to batch size)
size)
The purpose of this experiment was to measure the
performance of the algorithms
t,he perforinance
algorit~hinsas batch size BA
is varied. The systems evaluated include orCA,
orCA, nuBD and buBD. The parameters
paramet,ers used were fixed
1/X, 1/f-L
1/p =
= 200 with
\vit,h N
N=
= 10000
10000 jobs, while 1 + 1/{3
1/P mias
experiinent was repeated for
1/.\,
was varied. The experiment
p, by varying 1/.\,
different values of p,
1/X7 with results for 1/
1/XA = 160,320
160, 320 and 533
533 (p
(p =
= 0.8,0.5
0.8, 0.5 and 0.3)
0.3)
shown in Figures 13,
13, 14
14 and 15,
15; respectively. The 95%
95% confidence
coilfidence interval for the orCA and buBD
curves, with p =
= 0.5
0.5 are shown in Figure 16.
16.

+

20

Experiment 4 (Sensitivity
(Sensitivity to traffic)
traffic)
The purpose of this experiment
to measure the perforinailce
performance of the algorithms
experiment. was t,o
algorit.lnns with the batch
fixed, while p is varied. The systems evaluated
evaluat,ed include orCA,
orCA, nuBD and buBD. The
size BA fixed,
parameters used were (1
(1 + 1/(3)
l/P) == 30,
30: 1hl
1/p =
= 160
160 with
wit,ll N
N =
= 10000
10000 jobs:
1/X was varied. The
jobs, and 1/>results are shown in Figure 17.
17.

+

Interpretation of Results
\iVhen comparing the original single-departure
When
single-depa,rt'urecomputational
computat~ionalalgorithm
algorit,l-linwith the batch departure
formula-based algorithm,
algorithm, it helps to
t,o consider
coilsider the
t,he work each
ea,ch algorithm actually does.
does. The singledeparture computational algorithm:
the pool to
next-job to depart;
algorit,llin: (1)
(1) traverses
t,raverses t,he
t,o find the
t.he next'-job
depart; (2)
(2)
schedules that job for departure;
the previously scheduled event,
departure; (3)
(3) cancels t'he
event,: if necessary;
necessary; (4)
(4) repeats
batch departure
the traversal for each distinct
dist,iilct departure.
departmure.In
I11 contrast,
cont,rast.,the bat.cl1
depart.ure formula-based algorithm:
algorithm:
(1)
(1) traverses
t,raverses the pool to build a table:
t,able: (2)
(2) sorts the table:
t,able: (3)
(3) schedules as many
inally consecutive
departures as ilecessary
necessary before the next scheduled
sclleduled arrival:
arrival; (4)
(4) repeats
repeat's the
t'he process for the next
batch of departures.
bat,ch
Seen in the context of the above explanation,
explanat.ion: no significant
significailt difference is observed between
performance, llenceforth
henceforth to
nuBD and buBD, so that both may be considered to be of equal performance,
t,o be
designated as BD. The following
followiilg discussion regarding the batch departure
depart.ure formula refers to both
these algorithms.
t,llese
Since the algorithms were run on the same simulation
testbed, observed differences in their
siinulat.ion t,estbed,
performance can be attributed
the underlying algorithms.
performailce
attribut,ed to the differences in t.he
algorithms. The orCA and BD
implementations
share
most
of
their
routines,
with
the
exception
of
the algorithms for scheduling
iinpleinelltations
most.
exceptioil
departures
depart,ures and updating the pool. Discarding all processing costs which can
call be assumed to be
equal in both algorithms,
that
main cost
algorithms, it can be shown
s l ~ o ~ vt.llat.
n the inail1
cost. incurred by the orCA algorithm
algorit,llm is
due to repeated traversals of the pool and cancellations (of inany
many departures),
the main cost
d e ~ a r t ~ u r e swhile
),
cost.
incurred by the batch departure algorithm
results indicate
algorithin is due to sorting.
sorting. The resu1t.s
iildicat,e the relative cost
of these two algorithms, and how the costs
cost,s change with the
t.he pool size.
size. Experimentally,
Experimentally, the size of
the pool is controlled by two variables -- the
the size of arriving batches.
t.he
t.he traffic
t.raffic intensity
int.ensit,y and t.he
bat.ches. The
size of the pool grows with both large batch arrival size and high t,raffic
traffic intensity.
int.ensity.
Our experiments enable us to
t o identify three different performance regions:
• The first region involves
iilvolves a single arrival at
at. a time, or very few arrivals.
arrivals. This behavior is
witnessed in Experiments 1 and 2. In
I11 this region, the pool sizes are relatively small,
small, and it
is cheaper to traverse the pool inally
many t,iines
times instead of perforining
performing sorting operations.
operat,ions. Traffic
intensity affects
affect,^ the size of the pool,
pool, but the effect
effect. is not
not, enough to change the relative
performance of the algorithms.
better than BD
perforinailce
algorithms. So orCA performs bet.t.er
BD..
to medium
According to
• The second region involves low t,o
inediuin traffic intensity.
int,ensity. Accordiilg
t,o the
t,he figures,
figures, this is
caused by two variations: (1)
= 0 to
t o 0.5
0.5 and batch
bat,ch arrivals of any
ally size:
size; (2)
(2) batch arrivals,
arrivals:
(1) p =
with batch-size below a critical size (in
(in the case of the experiments,
experiments, this
t,llis is mean
meail batch-size <
<
20).
region, we have pools of
20). This is the behavior witnessed
~vitnessedin Experiments
Experiineilt,~3 and 4. In
I11 this region,
moderate size,
size, and the cost of sorting is roughly the same as the cost of traversing the pool
repeatedly. Here, orCA and BD perform equally well.
well.
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• The third
t.hird region involves
iilvolves medium to high traffic intensity (according
(according to the figures,
figures, this
t.his
corresponds to the experiments with p =
= 0.5 to 1)
1) and a batch size over a certain threshold
(here,
> 20 for the experiments).
experiments). In
111 this region it costs significantly more
(here, mean batch-size >
perform a sort operation.
to traverse a large pool repeatedly than to perforin
operation. Thus,
Thus, BD offers better
performance.
perfor~nailce.
The reason
reasoil why the performance-behavior of the different algorithms
algorit.hmsreverse when going from
froin region
II to region I1I1I1is that the repeated traversal of aa large pool exhibits a theoretical asymptotic
asympt.otic growth
2
rate of 0(n
O(n2),
sort. operation with n red-black tree insert/rank
insert/rank operations
operatio~lscan be done
), whereas a sort
both in time O(nlogn).
bot.11
O(n1og 1 2 ) . Thus,
Thus, for large pool sizes,
sizes, the sorting and red-black tree algorithms tend
to offer better performance. The regions are clearly demarcated in the following
followiilg table:
Traffic
Traffic intensity

0-0.5
I 0.5
0 - 0.5
0.5 -- 11
Region I:
I: orCA has better
bett.er performance
performailce

Service discipline
Single arrivals
Batch arrivals,
wit,ll mean
meail size
arrivals, with

11- 20

Region II:
11: equal performance for orCA and BD

I

> 20
>

I Region III:
111: BD performs better

Through our experiments,
t.he batch
bat,ch departure
depart,ure formula-based algoexperiments, we have determined that the
rithm works better than the original single-departure computational
coinputational algorithm for traffic intensities
ritlnn
a>
BA
> 0.5
0.5 and batch sizes B
A>
> 20,
20, which includes situations
situat,ions of burstiness and high traffic. Examining region III,
111, we see that here traffic intensity
iilteilsity approaches 1.
1. In
I11 this region,
region, another characteristic
of orCA is apparent,
high, as
apparent, i.e.,
i.e., more cancellations
cancellatioils tend to occur when the traffic intensity
iilteilsity is high,
more (potential)
(potential) departures are scheduled, and these must be cancelled if an arrival occurs before
the departures.
departures. Also,
Also, the difference
difference between BA and orCA increases with increasing batch size,
size,
because of the effect of increasing pool size.
size.
24
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Conclusion

The underlying idea behind the new algorithms is that a reduct,ion
reduction in the
t,be number
nuinber of scheduled
events will effect a corresponding reduction
time. Vlie
reduct,ion in simulation time.
We built upon a previously proposed computational
conlput,ational algorithm
algorit.hin - based on a formula which predicts
predict,^ the
t,he next (potential)
(pot,ent,ial) job
departure
depart,ure - which schedules only one departure for each event and traversal
t,raversal of the
t,he pool. By
generalizing this idea ttoo batches, at
a t the expense of some complexity, we conclude that
that. it is possible
accoinmodat~ebursty traffic;
traffic; multiple departures may be simultasiinult,ato run efficient simulations that accommodate
neously scheduled during each traversal of the pool. Our experience with
wit,h event reduction
reduct,ion leads us
pre-computed schedules
sclledules
ttoo conclude that there may be a variety of scheduling algorithms where pre-computed
efficiently replace multiple scheduled events. Further, efficient
these schedules
efficient algorithms
algorithins effecting
effect'ing t,hese
may be implemented within the domain layer (e.g.,
(e.g., queueing domain versus particle-physics domain) in a portable way. The only requirement for this portability is the existence
exist,ence of primitives
which allow access to pool-state and to the
t.he simulation
siinulation calendar.
calendar. The idea of infrequent pool-state
show t,he
the idea
O ( n 22)) to
t o O(nlogn),
O ( n log n ) ; and our experiments
expei-iinent,~
updates reduces the time complexity from O(n
ttoo be effective.
effective. Based on empirical results, we conclude that the new burst arrival/batch
arrival/batch departure
depart,ure
algorithms perform better than the original single-departure computational
computat.iona1 algorithm when traffic
intensity
int.ensit,y is high and batch sizes are large.
-

-
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